FLM CONFERENCE
SUMMARY OF LEARNING/DISCUSSION POINTS
Day 1 More than a Medic - 6 HOURS
Overview - Doctors as people, who are we and what motivates us?
Summary - The importance of identifying as more than a medic and how that can enable us to nd greater compassion and common
ground with patients and colleagues leading to better doctor patient relationships and work environments.
Recognising we are all individuals and not de ned solely by our profession allows us to see the same in others, resulting in mutual
respect. We all should strive to maintain balance in our personal and professional lives at all stages. However remembering that
balance is not a static point rather a dynamic process.
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Day 2 Case based discussions - 6 HOURS
Overview - Decision making, data and information, capacity and free will in decision making
Summary - Spinal injury and Multi-trauma assessment & Management with multiple casualties from rural rst responders to ED.
Challenging patient consultations and the use of treatment in best interest for medical conditions and legality regarding lack of
competence especially around freedom of autonomy
What is the de nition of Health vs Illness and how challenging this is and what implications it can have when considering our role and
service development.
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Day 3 Pre hospital / critical decision making - 6 HOURS
Overview - Dif cult cases and management dilemmas
Summary - Presentation relating to the unexpected clinical scenarios in remote and unusual settings, from aircraft to outback, with
limited resources and personnel.
Shared mental models, verbalising critical thinking, quality communication and resource management.
How your situation/location effects your resources but re ects the importance of doing the basics well and how this should be
considered in our day to day working environments.
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Day 4 The future of acute medical care - 6 HOURS
Overview - The future of diagnostics and precision analytics
Summary - The development of MARS Scanner from concept, through underlying science to early clinical trials and potential uses in
Urgent, Rural Hospital and Emergency Department.
How will Arti cial Intelligence impact on future health care? How will pathways evolve utilise new technology?
How will this impact the doctor patient relationship? What will the doctors role evolve to be?
Comparisons made in other industries where technology has provided safe reliable management of processes such as the evolution
from the Black Cab Drivers of London to Google maps and now Uber. How have industries in areas such as space exploration utilised
and embraced technology in order to achieve remarkable endeavours whilst signi cantly reducing risk.
Will Doctors remain as the Black Cab driver or will we evolve to be Rocket Scientists.
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Day 5 Risk and resilience- 6 HOURS
Overview - Consent and the care of children, The importance of better narratives for patients, Risk and natural hazards, Leadership of
clinical teams and group dynamics
Summary - Doctors and patients different understanding of risk. How to relay this and respect peoples choices regarding risk. How as
doctors can we be accountable for the decisions we make with patients and how do we document that accountability. What can drive a
patient to make decisions opposing medical advise and how can we appropriately educate and engage with those people. How does
this differ when that decision is made on behalf of another especially in the circumstance of a parent and their child. When is that risk
unacceptable and becomes a case of neglect/abuse?
How can the narrative change patients perspective and understanding of risks vs bene ts regards treatments or medical interventions
such as vaccinations?
Resilience: can we really teach it? Are doctors not already resilient people? If resilience is worn down by a system is there any point
trying to teach it or should we instead look at addressing the causative factors? Can we make signi cant changes to protect the future
generations of senior doctors by implementing change at a junior doctor level?
Leadership, group dynamics and there importance in navigating risk and natural hazards in adventure sports has a
direct correlation and impact on effectiveness of becoming a positive leader facilitating groups in order to navigate
risk and achieve positive outcomes in hi stress work place environments such as front line medicine.
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